In this paper, we have proposed the optimization approach of design parameter of generalized cloud control system by hybrid chaos optimization approach.
Introduction
In this paper, an approach for optimization of the Cloud Control System which is a part of Intelligent Control had been proposed.
In previous research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the design approach of the Cloud Controller had only been proposed, and the methods for optimization of the Control System had not been proposed and an approach that optimizes the parameters of the Fuzzy Controller with the Chaos Optimal Method had been proposed but this method has a disadvantage of which is difficult to apply the plant whose variance is awful because this method optimizes the parameters of the controller on off-line.
In paper, an approach that optimizes the parameters of the Triangle Cloud Controller with the hybrid chaos approach which is combined with the Chaos Optimization Method and the Gradient Method has been proposed.
The off-line optimization of the design parameter of the triangle cloud control system
by the parallel variable scaling rate chaos optimization approach First, Using the Hybrid Chaos Optimal Method with the parallel variable chaos optimal method and the conjugation gradient method, the system configuration figure for optimizing the design parameters of the triangle cloud controller is shown fig.1 . As you're seen on figure, the triangle cloudy controller is a 2-input-1-output system construction and the front membership cloudy function is the triangle member cloudy function, the back member function is single point member cloud function.
Creating the expected value, variance, super variance, division number of the front member triangle cloudy function, and the expected value, division number and cloudy rule is decided on off-line that the efficiency index J1 gets the minimum with the parallel variable reducing rate chaos optimal method.
And then we decide the parameters of the cloudy controller on on-line that the efficiency index J2 gets minimum with the conjugation gradient method.
Using parallel variable reducing rate chaos optimization method, the efficiency index J1 is expressed like 
This expression means that the error area gets minimal all over the control interval.
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Step1. In the cloud controller, the number of parameter which will be determined is following. Step2. The initial values that are gotten are substituted to expression (2) and then we can get the γ chaos trajectory variables.
Step3. Using expression (3), calculate the control force by substituting modified γ variable to the output cloud controller and then calculate the efficient index J1 based on the expression (1) by substituting to the system model.
Step4. If the termination condition is satisfied, you should complete searching and go to step5, but if it isn't, you should return to setp2.
Step5. Look for the minimal value of the system efficient index and Put out the optimal solution at that time.
On-line optimization of the design parameter of the Triangle Cloud Controller with the Conjugation Gradient Approach
If you optimize the parameters of the controller on off-line with the previous chaos search approach, you couldn't react actually about the random parameter variance.
So we can determine the parameters approximately with the chaos search approach and should optimize the parameters of the controller on on-line with the gradient approach by using them as initial value.
For this, we should decide the efficient index as the following expression. 
And the step width η of the optimal search direction is determined as the following expression.
The correction expression of the parameter vector which we are going to obtain is
Here, The algorithm of the conjugation gradient is
And the conjugation coefficient of the (k-1)th step is
Step1. The γ optimal solutions which is gotten by searching with the parallel variable scaling chaos optimal approach is substituted to the expression (5) as the initial value.
Step2. Calculate the step width η of the optimal search direction by using expression (6).
Step3. Calculate the efficient index J2 by substituting the new γ variables as the parameters of the cloud controller, which are calculate by being based on expression (7).
Step4. Substitute 
Experiment
Now, let's see the plant is express as the following discrete system equation.
δ is the white noise whose mean value is zero and variance is 1. From the table, the times on which obtain the optimal solution with the conjugation gradient is ∞ so this method is easy to fall into the limit minimum value, you could notice that the global optimal solution can't be obtained.
And you can notice that the single chaos optimal method and the genetic algorithm are the global chance search method so we can find the global solutions with them and although the single chaos optimal method is more predominate than the genetic algorithm, they are not so good than the proposed hybrid chaos optimal method.
You can also notice that this regulator has a disturbance restraint character from the system response trajectory.
Conclusion
First, the approach which optimizes the design parameters of the triangle cloud control system on off-line with the parallel variable scaling chaos optimization method had been proposed.
Next, the approach which optimizes the design parameters of the triangle cloud control system with the gradient method had been proposed. Next, the efficiency of the proposed approaches had been verified through the computer simulation experiment.
